Tätigkeitsbericht
Azharuddin Kazi, Internationales

Für die Zeit vom 08.03.2017 bis 19.04.2017

Sehr geehrte Parlamentarierinnen und Kommilitoninnen,

Im Folgenden möchte ich Ihnen meine Tätigkeiten des letzten Monats vorstellen.

➢ Office Hours:

I had regular office hours, 4-6 hours weekly to solve the problems of international students and to facilitate them in various ways. Moreover sort of consulting service for international students as well as German students in matters related to international students or different countries. Providing support wherever possible in connection to international students.

➢ Welcoming new International students:

The orientation phase of international students starts from 04.04.2017 until 19.04.2017 is a bit different. It is in collaboration of international office, ASV, university officials and AStA. New students already arrived and most of them settled except few with problems still left.
➢ Bank Problem:

From this semester onwards a new hurdle created by Deutsche Bank. International students have almost 8500 Euros in their account and bank is not activating their accounts without a permanent contract of accommodation. Its more and more difficult as already accommodation is a big problem. Trying to find solutions for it.

➢ Accommodation problems:

Accommodation is a big problem especially for international students. I was always busy in making accommodation opportunities for the new students in every new semester. However the building of Peterhilleweg11 will be renovated and for that purpose it would be emptied for a semesters. Trying to deal with this problem as we have to think for old students who are already living there and then the new ones who are coming in new semester SS2017.

➢ New programs for international students:

The University has opened 3 new programs for English masters students, so accordingly planning to welcome them and to cater their needs according to their programs because they would be the first batch without any guidance from their seniors and faculty.

➢ Welcoming Chinese students:

The students from China are now welcomed warmly with a different orientation program indulging senior Chinese students.
Miscellaneous:

Helped in other small events of AStA and some more small work related to problem solving of International students.
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